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NEW QUESTION: 1
You operate a Dynamics 365 for Customer Engagement environment.
You need to determine the security types used to secure
different resources.
Which security type is used for each capability? To answer,
select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
A user receives an Adobe Campaign email notification where they
are informed that approval is needed
for a certain delivery. The user logs into the Adobe Campaign
console and wants to approve the
mentioned delivery via the delivery dashboard but the approval

link is NOT displayed there.
What would cause the approval link to NOT be shown?
A. The user needs to belong to the "Delivery operators" group
in order to see the link.
B. The delivery has already been approved by another operator.
C. Only the link provided in the email notification can be used
to approve the delivery.
D. The content of the delivery needs to be approved by another
operator first.
Answer: B
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which statement about creating a Virtual Room in Avaya Equinox
Conferencing is true?
A. A user must be added and saved, before a Virtual Room can be
assigned.
B. A Virtual Room number is mandatory. A Virtual Room name is
optional.
C. It is mandatory to protect Virtual Room meetings with a
participant PIN.
D. You cannot define a maximum number of a meeting participants
on a per Virtual Room basis.
Answer: B
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